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WORLDS IN VAL DI FIEMME: NORDIC COMBINED & SKI JUMPING TOMORROW
COLDIRETTI TASTES EXCELLENT IN CAVALESE


The second day of the Nordic World Ski Championships will put Predazzo under the spotlight. 
The first Nordic combined race starts at 10am at the ski jump HS106, followed by the 10km cross-country ski race. Alessandro Pittin is expected to be the Italian athlete that will be a main highlight in this discipline. He will be supported by his team mates: Giuseppe Michielli, Armin Bauer and Lukas Runggaldier. It will be a tough task with such strong in form German Nordic Combiners as Erik Frenzel and Tino Edelmann. Don’t forget Magnus Moan (NOR), Bernhard Gruber (AUT), Jason Lamy Chappuis (FRA) and Akito Watabe (JPN). 
Tomorrow at 4pm there will also be the Ladies Ski Jumping competition taking place (today was the qualification jumps HS106). It is the first time that ladies have a World Ski Jumping Championship in Italy. The well known athletes are all here competing at the Ski Jumping arena except the current World Champion Daniela Iraschko from Austria.  Names to watch out for will be Sara Takanashi (Japan), Sarah Hendrickson, Lindsey Van, Jessica Jerome (USA), the Norwegian Anette Sagen as well as Coline Mattel from France.  Italy’s Elena Runggaldier as well as Evelyn Insam, Manuela Malsiner and Roberta D’Agostina will be doing their best to get amongst the leaders.

“Campagna amica”(friendly land), the Villaggio di Coldiretti (a type of farmers' market association), was inaugurated today at 11 a.m. in Cavalese, Val di Fiemme, on the occasion of the Nordic World Ski Championships.
Inside the farmers market there will be the best agricultural representation from all of the regions throughout Italy. These products will constantly change in order to let the people taste a huge variety of Italian foods labeled “Campagna amica”. It will be a delight for everyone to try unique tasting experiences. 
This series of gastronomic events has started with the cutting of Parmigiano Reggiano cheese. This will be followed by the preparation of the traditional Strudel and Canederlo (Knödel) and the presentation of the real buffalo mozzarella from the region of Campania.
Coldiretti's stand will host all of the Italian regions by changing products daily. It will be opened every day until 3rd March from 9am to 8pm (working days) and from 9am to 9pm (weekend days).
Info: www.fiemme2013.com 

